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With over 20 years of continued design and
development, the range of Washroom Solutions from
Rearo is perfect for every environment.
Senate ... 12

Comprehensive guarantee
Our reputation is built upon quality. All our products are provided with
a comprehensive guarantee ensuring that you share our confidence in
our products. When you buy from Rearo, you buy the peace of mind
that comes with knowing that we are one of the UK’s market leaders.
Our production team, based within our 37,000 sq ft Glasgow factory
have worked hard over the last few years to gain accreditation for our
ISO Quality Control & Systems (ISO9001), Health & Safety (ISO
18001) and our Environmental Performance (ISO 14001). These
accreditations ensure that our products are manufactured to the
highest standard in a safe, clean environment.

Coliseum ... 14
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Nursery ... 18

Built to last, all cubicles systems,

Rearo now offer a complete 'Supply

vanity units and IPS (Integrated Panel

and Installation' Service. From initial

System) come with a comprehensive

enquiry to customer handover we will

10 year guarantee. You can select the

guide and assist you to ensure that

range for your requirements and

your Washroom Solution is delivered

budget and be assured that it is

and installed on time, within budget

fabricated to the exacting standards

and to the highest standards.

set by Rearo.
All cubicles and IPS can be customised

Our washroom solutions also include

both in size and colour to conform to

the successful RapidFit™ range of

the Disability Discrimination Act.

products which offer the perfect
solution when immediate delivery is
required. RapidFit™ is designed
without compromise on the quality

RapidFit ... 20

Committed towards a greener environment
With the ever increasing awareness of climate change Rearo are
committed to working towards a greener environment. With the head
quarters of the family owned business still based in the breathtaking
Shetland Isles, we are perhaps more aware than most of our
surroundings and the effects global warming could have on our
environment. Which is why these days, where
possible, core materials are replaced using ‘Moisture
Resistant or Exterior Grade MDF’ which are made
from sustainable supplies of softwoods grown in
managed forests in Ireland.
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and service that Rearo deliver and is

“Rearo have the
solution to suit
your requirement
and budget”

available “off the shelf” from your
local Rearo Trade Counter.
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Manufactured from 18 & 28mm high density (750 kg / m3) chipboard.
All vertical pilaster edges have a postformed detail. The imperial range
is supplied with luxury high polished corrosion resistant anodised
aluminium ironmongery as standard.
The Imperial system is available for fabrication in any customised size
and configuration in both MFC (Melamine Faced Chipboard) and HPL
(High pressure Laminate)

Manufactured
meticulously, the Imperial
range is fabricated using
Europe’s leading high
pressure laminate
designs. The aesthetic
nature of the postformed
finish captures the
necessary ambience
required for hotels,
restaurants, cinemas and
similar applications where
looks matter.

imperial

Standard Dimensions
Overall Height = 1950mm
Overall Width = 900mm
Overall Depth = 1530mm

>

Component

Height

Partition

1800mm

1500mm

Width

20mm

Thickness

Door

1800mm

690mm

20mm

End Pilaster

1800mm

125mm

30mm

Mid Pilaster

1800mm

250mm

30mm

Standard Disabled Width 940mm
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Manufactured from 19mm Moisture Resistant Melamine Faced
Chipboard. All edges are sealed with 2mm PVC edging. Includes all
necessary corrosion resistant Satin Anodised Aluminium ironmongery.
The Centurion system is available for fabrication in any customised size
and configuration.

The Centurion cubicle system
has an emphasis on durability
and reliability, with its simple
design. It is built to the highest
standard whilst still offering
excellent value. Ideal for
demanding environments such as
schools, bars and public
buildings.

Rearo Centurion + is similar to Centurion
with superior specification:
V313 MR chipboard faced both sides
High pressure laminate (HPL) lipped all
round in 2mm PVC edging.

centurion

Standard Dimensions
Overall Height = 1950mm
Overall Width = 900mm
Overall Depth = 1530mm

>

Component

Height

Width

Thickness

Partition

1800mm

1500mm

19mm

Door

1800mm

690mm

19mm

End Pilaster

1800mm

125mm

19mm

Mid Pilaster

1800mm

250mm

19mm

Standard Disabled Width 940mm
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Built to last, the Impact Range offers a combination of elegant
design, whilst displaying the confidence of quality and durability.
The Impact range is totally impervious to water and is guaranteed
to be ‘vandal proof’. Typical uses for the Impact range may
include leisure clubs, schools and prisons.
Fabricated using 13mm high impact solid grade laminate with
waterproof Phenolic core. All panels have profiled edges and
the system is supplied with the highest quality black powder

coated satin anodised aluminium ironmongery.
The Impact system is available for fabrication in any
customised size and configuration.

impact

Standard Dimensions
Overall Height = 1950mm
Overall Width = 900mm
Overall Depth = 1530mm

>

Component

Height

Width

Thickness

Partition

1800mm

1500mm

13mm

Door

1800mm

690mm

13mm

End Pilaster

1800mm

125mm

13mm

Mid Pilaster

1800mm

250mm

13mm

Standard Disabled Width 940mm
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The example shown illustrates use of bespoke digital
laminate – using your own image or artwork and working
closely with Formica® - we can produce a unique laminate
to suit your environment.

With design at the forefront, the
Emperor range has the modern
looks and quality to add value to
washrooms in a luxury
environment which may include,
golf clubs, health spas or
luxury hotels. The range features
revolutionary new finishes in line
with the current market trend of
metallic designs.

Cubicle doors and partitions are
available from a choice of 18mm high
density (750 kg / m3) chipboard faced in
high pressure laminate to both faces
and edges (square), 19mm MFC or
13mm compact grade laminate. The
core selection is designed to suit your
use and budget. The cubicle pilasters
(100mm end pilasters and 200mm mid
pilasters) are manufactured from a
range of powder coated aluminium.
The system is also available with highly
polished brightened aluminium or
brushed stainless steel effect finishes.
The emperor system is available for
fabrication in any customised size and
configuration.

emperor

Standard Dimensions
Overall Height = 1950mm
Overall Width = 900mm
Overall Depth = 1530mm

Component

Height

Width

Thickness

Partition

1800mm

1500mm

18mm

Door

1800mm

690mm

18mm

Standard Disabled Width 940mm

>
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Doors & Partitions can be manufactured from V313 Moisture
resistant chipboard faced both sides in high pressure laminate
(HPL), or for a budget solution we can offer this design using
MFC. With HPL or MFC all edges are square and lipped with
2mm PVC edging.
For a durable solution Senate can also be provided with a solid
core compact grade laminate.
Pilasters are manufactured from slimline aluminium and can be
powder coated* to compliment the doors.
* From our standard powder coat range.

This sophisticated looking cubicle
system exudes quality with the
exquisite slimline pilasters,
futuristic indicator bolts and
attention to detail. This cubicle
system won't look out of place in
a modern office development
or any contemporary
washroom.

senate

Standard Dimensions
Overall Height = 1950mm
Overall Width = 900mm
Overall Depth = 1530mm

>

Laminate
Component

Height

Partition

1800mm

1500mm

13 or 20mm

Door

1765mm

690mm

13 or 20mm

Width

Thickness

Height when outward opening 1758mm

Standard Disabled Width 940mm
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Suitable for the most fashionable office and private clubs the
Coliseum range of toilet cubicles offers the luxury of full height doors
and partitions. With door heights of up to 3000mm, the Coliseum
offers a bold beauty while being fabricated using compact grade
laminate – ensuring strength and durability.

The Coliseum range requires a fully bespoke design to suit the
location. It is fabricated from our most durable 20mm compact
grade solid core which ensures a strong, robust cubicle.
Due to the sheet size a limited range of laminates are available
for this system.

coliseum

Standard Dimensions
Overall Height = 1950mm
Overall Width = 900mm
Overall Depth = 1530mm

>

Component

Height

Width

Thickness

Partition

2400mm*

1500mm

19mm

Door

2400mm*

690mm

19mm

End Pilaster

2400mm*

125mm

19mm

Mid Pilaster

2400mm*

250mm

19mm

Standard Disabled Width 940mm
*cubicle height determined by ceiling height in room.
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Doors & Partitions manufactured from 12mm high impact solid
grade laminate with Phenolic waterproof core. All panels have
profiled edges as standard. Pilasters are manufactured from
50mm diameter PPC coated extruded alloy posts, ironmongery
to complete the fully framed system.

Gladiator is the ideal solution for
use in swimming pools,
modern fitness centres, leisure
clubs or contemporary offices.
For use as a changing room or
toilet cubicle, this great looking
solution is easy to install in various
configurations including a free
standing solution.

The Gladiator system is available for fabrication in any
customised size and configuration.

Specifically designed for the
aggressive leisure market. High
volumes of users and constant
abuse can shorten the lifespan of
the most robust cubicles,
however this system is able to
withstand even the most
demanding situations.

gladiator

Standard Dimensions
Overall Height = 1950mm
Overall Width = 900mm
Overall Depth = 1530mm

>

Component

Height

Width

Thickness

Partition

1819mm

1500mm

12mm

Door

1789mm

690mm

12mm

End Pilaster

1819mm

125mm

12mm

Mid Pilaster

1819mm

250mm

12mm

Standard Disabled Width 940mm
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For schools and nurseries, Rearo
offer a choice of three designs
specifically designed for young children.
The Nursery Range provides the required privacy whilst ensuring
the safety of young children.

lollipop

Add some fun into nursery washrooms by using a combination of
bright colours or for greater impact why not use some bespoke
digital laminate with your very own design or message.

ranch

With a full bespoke service, we
offer 3 designs to choose from,
the Lollipop, Ranch and Wave –
these can all be fully customised
and are available in MFC, HPL
or 13mm Compact Grade
laminates.

wave

To compliment the Nursery
cubicles there is a range of
nursery vanity units – all
available with the same
appealing colours.
All Nursery cubicles are
available with standard SAA
(Satin Anodised Aluminium) or
PPC (polyester powder coated)
black irongmongery, both of
which feature the standard easy
to open safety indicator bolt.

nursery

Standard Dimensions
Overall Height = 1950mm
Overall Width = 900mm
Overall Depth = 1530mm

>

Component

Height

Width

Thickness

Partition

1800mm

1500mm

19mm

Door

1800mm

690mm

19mm

End Pilaster

1800mm

125mm

19mm

Mid Pilaster

1800mm

250mm

19mm

Standard Disabled Width 940mm
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TM

The Rapid Fit range is a
innovative ‘off the shelf’
system of integrated
washroom suites. Designed
to be ideal for the majority of
room environments Rapid
Fit is a simple, modern
system, available to take
home today that does not
compromise on quality.
TM

Available in a range of 4 colours
for easy selection and with its own
selection of complementary Vanity
Units and IPS panels, Rapid FitTM
offers the perfect solution for the
urgent project.
Rapid FitTM cubicles are
manufactured in durable 19mm
moisture resistant MFC with 2mm
colour matched PVC edging. The
system easily adapts to the
required layout and is supplied in
convenient packs. The system also
has a range of vanity units and
Nursery cubicles.

Nursery cubicles in Nova Lilas

Available in a range of 4 colours

Nova Lilas

colours
We don't want to
limit your design
to any fixed
colour range!

At Rearo we work with the
leading laminate suppliers
including Formica®, Polyrey
and Abet. With links
available from our website
www.rearo.co.uk we will
arrange sample swatches
and guide you through the
selection process.

We also have In-house
design facilities which can
aid you in producing
spaces and features with
that extra 'Wow' factor

Fast Sample Service
Any printed samples shown
are representative only of the
laminate designs and colours.
Please ensure that you
request a physical sample
from our Fast Sample Service
to receive a physical sample
of the laminate, for
you to view - colours, textures
and patterns.

samples@rearo.co.uk

Maryland Clair

Cosmic Beige

>

rapidfit

>

Blanc Menuires
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900mm
1200mm

Integrated Panel Systems (IPS)
are vital for the efficient
operation of any washroom
offering the perfect solution for
concealment of services.

1600mm

Maximum
Depth
2400mm

Manufactured to your
exact requirements IPS
is ideal for use within
toilet cubicles, behind
urinals and above or
below vanity units.
Rearo provide all the
components necessary
including panels,
shadow gaps and
fixings.

Lifeshield IPS has added
features including postformed
edges for easy cleaning and
dust control which assists with
decontamination and infection
control.

IPS is available in any
combination of laminate
from our suppliers
washroom selection.

>

ips

This fully bespoke product is
perfect for hospital wards, health
centres and the care
environment

integrated panel systems

22
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Our washroom solutions
product range include fully
bespoke vanity units, tops and
baby change units. The exact
design and specification must
go hand in hand with your
wash hand basin selection and
tap configuration.
postformed
Rounded edge with integral downstand and upstand

Vanity units are available to manufacture from
laminate, or from solid surface products such as
Corian® or Granite. Solid surface vanity units can
have the added feature of fully integrated
undermounted bowls. Laminate shades are available
to select from our full range (www.rearo.co.uk), while
we can advise you on the colour selection for solid
surface products.
Laminated vanity units, where possible are
manufactured using Medite Moisture Resistant MDF
from sustainable forests and can be provided with
square edges or as postformed with integrated
splash backs and down stands to suit your project.

Corian Option

Full access IPS under panels can be provided for
ease of plumbing.

semi recessed
Square edge matching laminate

baby changer
Square edge matching laminate

>

vanity units

Expert staff are available to guide you through the design and specification required.
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Offering a total solution Rearo are fully equipped to provide
a new range of changing room lockers.

Fabricated using aluminium extrusions with 6mm
high impact solid grade laminate to back & sides,
and doors from 13mm high impact solid grade
laminate. Colours can be specified to match your
toilet cubicles or vanity units.
Our flexibility allows any configuration of locker to be
specified ensuring that the lockers are a perfect fit for
your space.
Sections are made from architectural grade
aluminium and powder coated to exceed BS EN
12206-1:2004, all major parts are impervious to
moisture, offering mould resistance and increase life
expectancy when exposed continually to humid
environments or wet clothing. All internal corners are
angled for ease of cleaning and maintenance. The
lockers have built in sprung hinges which provide a
high level of security and safety, while our unique
frame design eliminates the danger of “finger traps”.

There is a choice of
cam or coin return
locks available.

.

>

lockers
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A range of frames are available
including cantilever, wall mount,
single bench, single island or double
island can be tailored to your exact
requirements.

At Rearo, we make it it simple,
but we ensure that our
products are made accurately,
safely and without harm to the
environment.
Every day we re-enforce our commitment to working
towards our established ISO Accreditations with
systems, health & safety and the environment at the very
heart of the organisation.

A combination of 1.6mm thick ERW tube and CR4 steel
plate is used to ensure maximum corrosion resistance.
Once fabricated, all parts are processed through a four
stage phosphating and paint plant guaranteeing
maximum corrosion resistance and longevity of service.
The frames are available from stock in a black textured
powder coat finish.
Seating is provided in 13mm high impact solid grade
laminate from our extensive colour range.

Our quality control system (ISO 9001) is key to our
success and is managed on a daily basis with our fully
bespoke x402 management software solution, this allows
us at a glance to monitor the progress of all orders and
keep an eye on stock levels. Accurate communication
with our customers and suppliers is vital and our
systems and processes ensure that we achieve this vital
function.

With complex fabrication Health and Safety (ISO 18001)
procedures are paramount for the safe running of our
factory.
Reliable and safe work practices are often taken for
granted but within a busy production facility it is
essential that clear instruction is provided and that all
possible safety and operation routines are adhered to.
At Rearo we have a full time Health and Safety officer
who makes sure that all machines are operating safely
and securely which results in less down time and
improved fabrication efficiency.
We have key recycling partners in place as part of our
environmental commitment (ISO 14001) with just over
1% of our commercial waste going to landfill.

We want to improve the way we operate whether that
means increasing market share, driving down costs,
managing risk more effectively or improving customer
satisfaction and ISO 9001 allows us to fulfil this.

Our commitment starts with careful selection of suppliers
and raw materials including the use of Medite Exterior
Grade MDF from Coilte (Irish Forestry Commission). We
have an aggressive recycling policy, while we are always
keen to explore the use of our own sustainable energy
sources.
Rearo are also a CHAS (The Contractors Health and
Safety Assessment Scheme) accredited supplier. CHAS
is established as the market leader for health and safety
pre-qualification in the UK. It is a non-commercial
scheme available to suppliers (those who provide goods
and services) and to organisations (buyers) looking for
suitably competent suppliers.

>

benches

>

accreditations
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Choosing the
correct system for
your 'washroom
solution' is vital.

Cubicles positioned between two walls

Rearo will guide you through the process and
provide information to assist with configurations
and to comply with necessary building control
requirements. Our CAD team can provide layout
drawings and 3D visualisation all as part of the
specification process.

Full installation instructions for each of our system
is provided with every order and are available to
download from our website at www.rearo.co.uk.
Full technical support and assistance is available
from our Customer Service team or from our
Installations team.

Cubicle alignment in a corner location
showing inner and outer door action

D I VI S IO N
H EA D RA I L

E ND P I L A S T E R

e

C H A NNE L
B RA C KE T
P IL AS T E R
H ING E

C OR N E R
B RA C KE T

Single Cubicle positioned between two walls
using panel and door combination

Single Cubicle in a corner location
using panels and door combination
I N DI C ATOR
B O LT

PE DE S TA L L E G

PILASTER

D OOR

>

cubicle planning
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The combination of skill,
experience and modern
equipment ensures that all
work is produced to the
highest standards
Our 37,000 sq ft
manufacturing plant in
Glasgow is fully equipped with
the very latest laminate
fabrication technology
including advanced CNC
machinery. The combination of
skill, experience and modern
equipment ensures that all
work is produced to the
highest standards which is
reinforced by our ISO
accreditations. 4,000 sq ft is
reserved for completed orders
and ‘off the shelf’ items, with
the result that your order is in
perfect condition ready for
uplift or delivery.

>

quality manufacturing
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Rearo offer the complete
solution from guiding you
through the specification
and order process, delivery
and installation and after
care service. With an
experienced and dedicated
Projects Team we are
positioned to surpass your
expectations and provide
peace of mind at every
stage.

Product Specification and Design Requirement
Our estimating team will work with you to advise
on the features and benefits of our design options
and help to select the best product for you. At this
stage we also have an In-house interior design
service who can provide advice and produce
design sketches for that extra ‘Wow’ factor.
Together with our quotation we will provide layout
drawings covering all components that you require
for your washroom solution and sample swatches
of your choice of laminate finishes.
On receipt of your order, the Project Team will play
a very active role with attendance at pre-contract
and design meetings, followed by a comprehensive
site survey resulting in the supply of detailed CAD
drawings for final approval prior to manufacture.

Our installation services is
included with the
comprehensive ten year
warranty that we provide
as standard with all
Washroom Solutions.

Before delivery of your order and installation, full
Method Statements and Risk Assessments will be
supplied and we will and ensure liaison and
co-ordination of activity with other trades and main
contractor. Our expert 'installation teams' will work
closely with our fabrication and delivery schedules
to ensure that your Washroom is fitted and
completed on time to the highest standards in
accordance with our CHAS accreditation and our
own levels of quality control. On completion we will
always ensure that the site is left tidy with record
photography taken prior to agreeing any snagging
issues with the client or main contractor.

>

supply and install service
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